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Abstract

Inspired by modular software design princi-

ples of independence, interchangeability, and

clarity of interface, we introduce a method

for enforcing encoder-decoder modularity in

seq2seq models without sacrificing the overall

model quality or its full differentiability. We

discretize the encoder output units into a prede-

fined interpretable vocabulary space using the

Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC)

loss. Our modular systems achieve near SOTA

performance on the 300h Switchboard bench-

mark, with WER of 8.3% and 17.6% on the

SWB and CH subsets, using seq2seq models

with encoder and decoder modules which are

independent and interchangeable.

1 Introduction

Modularity is a universal requirement for large

scale software and system design, where “a mod-

ule is a unit whose structural elements are pow-

erfully connected among themselves and rela-

tively weakly connected to elements in other

units.” (Baldwin and Clark, 1999). In addition to

independence, good software architecture empha-

sises interchangability of modules, a clear under-

standing of the function of each module, and a un-

ambiguous interface of how each module interacts

with the larger system. In this paper, we demon-

strate that widely adopted seq2seq models lack

modularity, and introduce new ways of training

these models with independent and interchange-

able encoder and decoder modules that do not sac-

rifice overall system performance.

Fully differentiable seq2seq models

(Chan et al., 2016; Bahdanau et al., 2016, 2015;

Vaswani et al., 2017) play a critical role in a

wide range of NLP and speech tasks, but fail to

satisfy even very basic measures of modularity

∗Work done at Facebook AI Research.

between the encoder and decoder components.

The decoder cross-attention averages over the

continuous output representations of the encoder

and the parameters of both modules are jointly

optimized through back propagation. This cause a

tight coupling, and prevents a clear understanding

of the function of each part. As we will show

empirically, current seq2seq models lack modular

interchangability, i.e. retraining a single model

with different random seeds will cause the en-

coder and decoder modules to learn very different

functions, so much so that interchanging them

radically degrades overall model performance.

Such tight coupling makes it difficult to measure

the contributions of the individual modules or

transfer components across different domains and

tasks.

In this paper, we introduce a new method that

guarantees encoder-decoder modularity while also

ensuring the model is fully differentiable. We

constrain the encoder outputs into a predefined

discrete vocabulary space using the connectionist

temporal classification (CTC) loss (Graves et al.,

2006) that is jointly optimized with the decoder

output token-level cross entropy loss. This novel

use of the CTC loss ensures discretizing the en-

coder output units while respecting their sequen-

tial nature. By grounding the discrete encoder out-

put into a real-world vocabulary space, we are able

to measure and analyze the encoder performance.

We present two proposals for extending the de-

coder cross-attention to ingest probability distri-

butions, either using probability scores of differ-

ent hypotheses or using their rank within a fixed

beam. Combining these techniques enables us to

train seq2seq models that pass the three measures

of modularity; clarity of interface, independence,

and interchangeability.

The proposed approach combines the best of the

end-to-end and the classic sequence transduction

http://arxiv.org/abs/1911.03782v1


approaches by splitting models into grounded en-

coder modules performing translation or acoustic

modeling, depending on the task, followed by lan-

guage generation decoders, while preserving full-

differentiability of the overall system. We present

extensive experiments on the standard Switch-

board speech recognition task. Our best model,

while having modular encoder and decoder com-

ponents, achieves a competitive WER 8.3% and

17.6% on the standard 300h Switchboard and Call-

Home benchmarks respectively.

2 Baseline Seq2seq models

2.1 Attention-Based encoder-decoder models

Conditioned on previously generated output to-

kens and the full input sequence, encoder-decoder

models (Sutskever et al., 2014) factorize the joint

target sequence probability into a product of indi-

vidual time steps. They are trained by minimizing

the token-level cross-entropy (CE) loss between

the true and the decoder predicted distributions.

Input sequence information is encoded into the

decoder output through an attention mechanism

(Bahdanau et al., 2015) which is conditioned on

current decoder states, and run over the encoder

output representations.

2.2 Models optimized with the CTC loss

Rather than producing a soft alignment between

the input and target sequences, the Connectionist

Temporal Classification (CTC) loss (Graves et al.,

2006) maximizes the log conditional likelihood by

integrating over all possible monotonic alignments

between both sequences.

Y = Softmax (Encoder(X) ∗Wo)

FCTC(L, Y ) = − log
∑

z∈Z(L,T )

(

T
∏

t=1

Y t
zt

)

Where1 Wo ∈ R
d×|Ve| projects the encoder rep-

resentations into the output vocabulary space, L

is the output label sequence, Z(L, T ) is the space

of all possible monotonic alignments of L into T

time steps, and the probability of an alignment z

is the product of locally-normalized per time step

output probabilities Y ∈ R
T×|Ve|. The forward-

backward algorithm is used for efficient compu-

1We decided to omit the discussion of the extra CTC
blank symbol in the above equation for clarity of presentation,
(Graves et al., 2006) provides the full technical treatment of
the subject

tation of the marginalization sum. Only one in-

ference step is required to generate the full target

sequence in a non-autoregressive fashion through

the encoder-only model.

2.3 Joint CTC and Attention-Based models

In (Kim et al., 2017; Karita et al., 2019), the

encoder-decoder cross-entropy loss is augmented

with an auxiliary CTC loss, through an extra lin-

ear projection of the encoder output representa-

tion into the output target space, to guide learn-

ing in early optimization phases when gradients

aren’t flowing smoothly from the decoder output

to the encoder parameters due to misaligned cross-

attention. The decoder cross-attention still acts

over the encoder output representation maintain-

ing the tight coupling between the encoder and de-

coder modules.

3 Enforcing modularity in Seq2Seq

models

Establishing an interpretable interface between the

encoder and decoder components is the first step

towards relaxing their tight coupling in seq2seq

models. To achieve this goal, we force the en-

coder to output distributions over a pre-defined dis-

crete vocabulary rather than communicating con-

tinuous vector representations to the decoder. This

creates an information bottleneck (Tishby et al.,

1999) in the model where the decoder can com-

municate with the encoder’s learned representa-

tions only through probability distributions over

this discrete vocabulary. In addition to being inter-

pretable, grounding the encoder outputs offers an

opportunity to measure their quality independent

of the decoder, if the encoder vocabulary can be

mapped to the ground-truth decoder targets.

We choose an encoder output vocabulary that

are sub-word units driven from the target label

sequences which may deviate from the decoder

output vocabulary. To force the encoder to out-

put probabilities in the needed vocabulary space,

we use the Connectionist Temporal Classification

(CTC) loss. This is a novel usage of the CTC

loss, not as the main loss driving the model learn-

ing process, but as a supervised function to dis-

cretize the encoder output space into a pre-defined

discrete vocabulary. Even if the input-output re-

lationship doesn’t adhere to the monotonicity as-

sumption of the CTC loss, as a module in the

system, the encoder component is not expected



to solve the full problem, however, the decoder

module should correct any mismatch in alignment

assumption through its auto-regressive generation

process.

The decoder design needs to change to cope

with cross-attention over probability distributions

rather than continuous hidden representations. We

introduce the AttPrep component inside the de-

coder module to prepare the needed decoder inter-

nal representation for attention over the input se-

quence. The AttPrep step enables us to contain

the cross-attention operation inside the decoder

module.

Y E
1:T = Encoder(X1:T )

g1:T = AttPrep(Y E
1:T )

yDt ∼ Decoder(g, Y D
1:t−1)

FOBJ = FCE(Y
D, L) + FCTC(Y

E , L)

The encoder module has a softmax normaliza-

tion layer at the end so that Y E ∈ R
T×|Ve| has

each row Y E
i,: as a probability distribution over

Ve. For discretizing the encoder output, the CTC

loss jointly optimized with the decoder cross en-

tropy loss. Having distributions over a discrete

vocabulary Ve at the input of the encoder opens

the space for many interesting ideas on how to

harness the temporal correlations between encoder

output units and common confusion patterns. We

present two variants for the AttPrep component;

the weighted embedding and beam convolution.

3.1 Weighted Embedding AttPrep

Given the encoder output distribution Y E , the

weighted embedding AttPrep (WEmb) com-

putes an expected embedding per encoder step and

combines it with sinusoidal positional encodings

(PE) (Vaswani et al., 2017), then it applies a multi-

head self-attention operation (MHA) to aggregate

information over all time steps.

h = Y E
∗Wemb

g = MHA (h+ PE(h))

where Wemb ∈ R
|Ve|×d and d is the decoder in-

put dimension. The first operation to compute the

expected embedding is actually a 1-D time convo-

lution operation with a receptive field of 1. It can

be extended to larger receptive fields offering the

opportunity to learn local confusion patterns from

the encoder output.

h = Conv1D(Y E)

One variant that we experimented with relaxes the

softmax operation of the encoder output, which

harshly suppresses most of the encoder output

units, by applying the 1-D convolution operation

above over log probabilities (WlogEmb) to allow

for more information flow between encoder and

decoder.

3.2 Beam Convolution AttPrep

Rather than using the encoder output probability

values, the beam convolution AttPrep (Beam-

Conv) uses the rank of of the top-k hypotheses per

time step. It forces a fixed bandwidth on the com-

munication channel between the encoder and de-

coder, relaxing the dependence on the shape of the

encoder output probability distribution. Since the

top-k list doesn’t preserve the unit ordering from

the encoder output vector, each vocabulary unit is

represented by a p dimensional embedding vector.

Similar to the weighted embedding AttPrep, a 1-

D convolution operation is applied over time steps

to aggregate local information followed by a multi-

head self attention operation.

r = Embedding
(

top-k(Y E)
)

h = Conv1D(r)

g = MHA (h+ PE(h))

Where r ∈ R
T×k×p with beam size k and unit

embedding dimension p.

4 Experiments

For our speech recognition experiments, we fol-

low the standard Switchboard setup, with the

LDC97S62 300h training set, and the Switchboard

(SWB) and CallHome (CH) subsets of HUB5

Eval2000 set (LDC2002S09, LDC2000T43) for

testing. Following the data preparation setup of

ESPNET (Watanabe et al., 2018), we use mean

and variance normalized 83 log-mel filterbank and

pitch features from 16kHz upsampled audio. As

model targets, we experiment with 100 and 2000

sub-word units (Kudo and Richardson, 2018).

We use FairSeq (Ott et al., 2019) for all

our experiments. We use the Adam opti-

mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with eps = 1e − 9
and an average batch-size of 300 utterances. We

warm-up the learning rate from 1e−6 to a peak

lr = 1e−3 in 35k steps, keep it fixed for 1k steps,

then linearly decrease it to 5e−6 in 44k steps. We

follow the strong Switchboard data augmentation



policy from (Park et al., 2019), but without time-

warping. For inference, we don’t use an external

LM or joint decoding over the encoder and de-

coder outputs (Watanabe et al., 2018).

Our sequence-to-sequence model uses 16

transformer blocks (Vaswani et al., 2017) for

the encoder and 6 for the decoder compo-

nents with a convolutional context architecture

(Mohamed et al., 2019) where input speech fea-

tures are processed using two 2-D convolution

blocks with 3x3 kernels, 64 and 128 feature maps

respectively, 2x2 maxpooling, and ReLU non-

linearity. Both encoder and decoder transformer

blocks have 1024 dimensions, 16 heads, and 4096

dimensional feed-forward network. Sinusoidal po-

sitional embeddings are added to the output of the

encoder 2-D convolutional context layers.

Table 1: Baseline Seq2Seq ASR Models

BPE Units Beam Loss Criterion Eval 2000

CTC CE Size CTC CE SWB CH

Our baseline implementation

100 - 1 ✓ ✗ 11.2 21.7

- 100 20 ✗ ✓ 9.6 19.6

100 100 20 ✓ ✓ 8.5 17.0

2000 - 1 ✓ ✗ 12.6 24.3

- 2000 20 ✗ ✓ 8.5 17.7

2000 2000 20 ✓ ✓ 8.5 18.0

100 2000 20 ✓ ✓ 7.8 17.7

LAS + SpecAugment (Park et al., 2019)

- 1000 8 ✗ ✓ 7.3 14.4

ESPNET (Karita et al., 2019)

2000 2000 20 ✓ ✓ 9.0 18.1

Kaldi Hybrid system 2(Povey et al., 2016)

- - - LF-MMI 8.8 18.1

4.1 Baseline models performance

Table 1 shows the word error rates (WER) of

our ASR baseline implementations employing the

three approaches for seq2seq modeling, along

with the current SOTA systems in the literature.

In line with Irie et al. (2019), the auto-regressive

encoder-decoder models benefits from larger mod-

eling units as opposed to the CTC-optimized

one that works best with shorter linguistic units.

Encoder-decoder models trained by joint optimiza-

tion of the CTC and cross-entropy losses benefits

2Results from Kaldi’s recent best recipe on GitHub

from a hybrid setup with two different vocabulary

sets.

The problem of tight coupling of the encoder

and decoder components in the seq2seq model

is highlighted in table 2. The decoder cross-

attention over the encoder hidden representation

makes it not only conditioned on the encoder out-

puts but also dependent on the encoder architec-

tural decisions and internal hidden representations.

The whole ASR system fall apart under the inter-

changability test, i.e. switching an encoder with

another similar one that is only different in its ini-

tial random seed, which brings our point about the

lack of modularity in encoder-decoder models.

The same level of coupling is also observed

in models that utilizes the auxiliary CTC loss to

accelerate early learning stages (Kim et al., 2017;

Karita et al., 2019).

Table 2: Effect of switching encoders on WER

Random Loss Criterion Eval2000

Seed CTC CE SWB CH

Seed 1 ✗ ✓ 8.5 17.7

Seed 2 ✗ ✓ 8.5 18.3

Enc. Swap 1 ✗ ✓ 569.0 892.0

Enc. Swap 2 ✗ ✓ 597.2 759.3

Seed 1 ✓ ✓ 7.8 17.7

Seed 2 ✓ ✓ 7.9 17.1

Enc. Swap 1 ✓ ✓ 850.5 942.8

Enc. Swap 2 ✓ ✓ 747.4 1094.5

4.2 Performance of the proposed modular

Seq2Seq models

Tables 3 and 4 show that the proposed modular

seq2seq models are competitive with SOTA per-

formance levels 1, and that the models are highly

modular. Performance does not degrade when ex-

changing encoders and decoders trained from dif-

ferent initial seeds or choices of architectures.

The information bottleneck at the encoder out-

puts is critical for this result, as shown from the

WLogEmb architecture. Relaxing the bandwidth

constraint on the encoder-decoder connection by

utilizing the log distribution lets the decoder rely

on specific patterns of errors at the tail of the

encoder output distribution for its final decisions.

This improves the overall performance but breaks

modularity when a different encoder is used, as

shown in table 3.



Table 3: Evidence of modularity using our proposed decoupling techniques in attention based ASR Systems

Model 1 Model 2 Enc2 Dec1 Enc1 Dec2

Architecture RF K SWB CH Architecture RF K SWB CH SWB CH SWB CH

BeamConv 1 20 8.4 17.6 BeamConv 1 20 8.6 17.6 8.6 17.8 8.5 17.3

BeamConv 3 10 8.7 17.3 BeamConv 3 10 9.2 17.2 9.7 17.3 8.9 17.5

WEmb 3 - 8.7 17.9 WEmb 3 - 8.8 18.3 9.0 18.3 8.6 18.0

WLogEmb 3 - 8.0 16.4 WLogEmb 3 - 8.0 16.4 61.4 60.1 55.2 62.7

BeamConv 3 20 8.8 17.3 BeamConv 1 10 8.3 17.6 8.4 17.4 9.3 17.4

WEmb 3 - 8.7 17.9 BeamConv 1 10 8.3 17.6 8.4 17.2 8.7 18.4

WEmb 3 - 8.7 17.9 WLogEmb 1 - 7.8 17.4 8.7 17.9 96.3 265.1

BeamConv 1 20 8.4 17.5 WLogEmb 3 - 8.0 16.4 8.3 17.3 85.0 112.5

Table 4: WER of the encoder and decoder outputs for

the proposed modular models

Architecture RF
Top Encoder Decoder

k SWB CH SWB CH

WEmb 1 - 12.2 23.1 8.7 18.0

WEmb 3 - 11.9 22.6 8.7 17.9

WEmb 5 - 12.0 23.0 8.4 17.9

WLogEmb 1 - 11.1 21.9 7.8 17.2

WLogEmb 3 - 11.1 21.7 8.0 16.4

WLogEmb 5 - 10.9 22.2 7.7 16.3

BeamConv 1 10 11.0 21.7 8.3 17.6

BeamConv 1 20 11.2 21.9 8.4 17.6

BeamConv 1 50 11.2 21.7 8.4 17.2

BeamConv 3 10 11.2 21.9 8.7 17.3

BeamConv 3 20 10.8 22.0 8.8 17.3

BeamConv 3 50 11.5 21.7 9.9 17.0

4.3 Advantages of Modularity

Building modular seq2seq models brings about

many advantages including interpretable modular

interface, functional independence of each mod-

ule, and interchangeability. In addition to open-

ing up the space for designing modules implement-

ing specific functions, grounding each module’s

output into some interpretable discrete vocabulary

allows for debugging and measure the quality of

each modular component in the system. In our

speech recognition experiments, the encoder acts

like an acoustic model by mapping input acoustic

evidences into low level linguistic units, while the

decoder, acting like a language model, aggregates

distributions of such units to generate the most

likely full sentence. For example, table 4 shows

how the overall performance is improving going

from the encoder to the decoder module in the last

two columns.

Another benefit of modular independence,

which we enjoy in software design but not in build-

ing fully-differentiable seq2seq models, is the abil-

ity to carefully build one critical module to higher

levels of performance then switch it into the full

system without the need for any model fine-tuning.

The new module may reflect a new architecture de-

sign in that module, e.g. from LSTMs to Trans-

formers, or simply more training data that become

available for that module. Such “modular upgrade”

capability is demonstrated in table 5 where the up-

graded encoder performance is reflected into the

overall system WER. In our case, we just used an

encoder model that is trained independently using

the CTC loss for a larger number of updates.

Table 5: WER without (scratched) and with modular

upgrade of the decoupled model.

Architecture RF
Top Original Enc Decoder

k SWB CH SWB CH

Upgraded Encoder 11.2 21.1 - -

BeamConv 1 10 11.0 21.7 8.3 8.7 17.6 16.6

BeamConv 3 50 11.5 21.7 9.9 9.3 17.0 16.4

WEmb 1 - 12.2 23.1 8.7 8.9 18.0 17.8

WEmb 5 - 12.0 23.0 8.4 8.8 17.9 17.4

Table 6 presents experiments for a slightly

different scenario where one module is trained

from scratch conditioned on the output of its

parent module with frozen parameters, dubbed

PostEdit in our experiments. The beam con-

volution attention preparation architecture, which

uses only the rank of encoder hypotheses rather

than probability values, shows much more re-

silience and ability to fix frozen parent module er-

rors compared to the weighed embedding architec-

ture. There is still a slight degradation of the final

decoder performance when trained conditionally

on the encoder output – without joint fine-tuning.

The reason for that is the lack of data augmenta-



tion effect when training the decoder module, as

a side effect of modular components, because the

encoder is trained to be invariant to augmentation

when producing its final probability distribution.

This can be treated by designing data augmenta-

tion techniques suitable to be applied at the input

of each module, which we refer to future work.

Table 6: PostEdit conditional training of the De-

coder module

Architecture RF
Top Encoder PostEdit Dec.

k SWB CH SWB CH

BeamConv 1 10 11.2 21.7 9.5 18.6

BeamConv 3 50 11.2 21.7 10.6 17.8

WEmb 1 - 11.2 21.7 17.3 27.4

WEmb 5 - 11.2 21.7 12.2 17.9

Modularity provides us with the ability to create

an ensemble of exponential number of models, e.g

by training 3 different modular seq2seq systems,

we end up with an ensemble of 9. In table 7 we

show that a modular ensemble of 4 provides fur-

ther improvement over the WER of an ensemble

of the original 2 models.

Table 7: Modular Ensembling further improves WER

Architecture RF
Top Decoder

k SWB CH

BeamConv 1 10 8.3 17.6

WEmb 3 - 8.7 18.0

Ensemble of 2 1/3 10/- 7.7 16.1

+ 2 using modular swap 1/3 10/- 7.7 15.8

5 Related work

This work is applying the component modular-

ity notion from the design and analysis of com-

plex systems (Baldwin and Clark, 1999) to fully-

differentiable seq2seq models which achieved

impressive levels of performance across many

tasks (Chan et al., 2016; Bahdanau et al., 2016,

2015; Vaswani et al., 2017). The Connectionist

Temporal Classification (CTC) loss (Graves et al.,

2006) was applied as a sequence level loss for

training encoder-only speech recognition mod-

els (Graves and Jaitly, 2014; Hannun et al., 2014),

and as a joint loss in attention-based systems for

encouraging monotonic alignment between input

and output sequences (Kim et al., 2017). The CTC

loss serves the purpose of introducing an informa-

tion bottleneck (Tishby et al., 1999) through dis-

cretizing the encoder output into an interpretable

vocabulary space.

By enforcing modularity between the encoder

and decoder components in seq2seq models, the

decoder module can be viewed as a post-edit mod-

ule to the recognition output of the encoder. Also,

the decoder can be viewed as an instance of a dif-

ferentiable beam-search decoder (Collobert et al.).

There is a long history of research in learn-

ing disentangled, distributed hidden representa-

tions (Rumelhart et al., 1986; Hinton et al., 1986),

unsupervised discovery of abstract factors of

variations within the training data (Bengio,

2013; Mathieu et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2016;

Higgins et al., 2017). This line of research is com-

plementary to our work which enforces modularity

only at the link connecting two big components in

a seq2seq system. In this work, a component is de-

fined as a deep and complex network with multiple

layers of representations which serves a specific

function within the bigger system, and outputs dis-

tributions over interpretable vocabulary units.

Another line of research that is related to ours

centers around inducing a modular structure on

the space of learned concepts through hierarchi-

cally gating information flow or via high-level con-

cept blueprints (Andreas et al., 2016; Devin et al.,

2016; Purushwalkam et al., 2019) to enable zero

and few-shot transfer learning (Andreas et al.,

2017; Socher et al., 2013), multi-lingual and cross-

lingual learning (Adams et al., 2019; Dalmia et al.,

2018; Swietojanski et al., 2012).

Hybrid HMM-DNN speech recognition sys-

tems (Gales and Young; Hinton et al., 2012) are

modular by design but they lack end-to-end learn-

ing capability. We aim at bringing the same modu-

lar properties without losing quality nor full differ-

entiability.

6 Conclusion

Motivated by modular software and system de-

sign literature, we presented a method for induc-

ing modularity in attention-based seq2seq mod-

els through discretizing the encoder output into

a real-world vocabulary units. The Connection-

ist Temporal Classification (CTC) loss is applied

to the encoder outputs to ground them into the

predefined vocabulary while respecting their se-

quential nature. The learned model adhere to the

three properties of modular systems – indepen-

dence, interchangeability, and clearness of inter-



face – while achieving a competitive WER per-

formance in the standard 300h Switchboard task

of 8.3% and 17.6% on the SWB and CH subsets

respectively. Our future work focuses on extend-

ing this work to other sequence-to-sequence ma-

chine translation and language processing tasks, as

well as exploring the benefits of modular transfer

in multi-task and multi-modal settings.
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